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revisionfx is a software rendering library for 3d
applications. it is designed to have both 'fast'
and'real time' modes. in real time mode the gpu
is used to perform all the rendering, and in fast
mode the cpu performs the rendering, but can
still support the gpu in real time. revisionfx is
very fast, thanks to the use of off-the-shelf and
free gpu drivers. other software rendering
solutions can be twice as slow, and more
expensive. revisionfx has a 30x speed increase
over the last version of the plugin. note that the
current version of revisionfx is a beta. it
contains known bugs and may have unexpected
results. if you are using an unsupported os, or a
3d application that is not supported, you may
have unexpected results. you should expect
some problems. revisionfx is designed to use
the gpu of all platforms that it supports. it can
use all available video memory, but the normal
usage is that the gpu is mapped into all
available video memory. if the gpu is not
mapped into all available video memory,
revisionfx may run slower. the windows version
of revisionfx supports 3d acceleration on all
newer cards, but it has been optimised for the
opengl api, and therefore does not work on
opengl versions earlier than opengl version 1.2.
it may work on earlier versions, but this is not
guaranteed. the revisonfx reflex 5.2.8 win x86
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plugin is a software rendering solution for
microsoft windows (win). it uses the opengl
application programming interface (api) to
perform all the rendering. this plugin does not
include a gpu driver, and should be used with
the revisionfx reflex installation. the revisionfx
reflex plugin will not run on windows xp sp2.
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